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The plaque of racism is insidious, entering into our minds 

as smoothly and quietly and invisibly as floating airborne 

microbes enter into our bodies to find lifelong purchase in 

our bloodstreams.”

  Maya Angelou

“



The Heart Quarantined series of mini-books has been an exploration of the 

question: Considering all that we face each day, what would it be like if we 

leaned in with our hearts?

As White Americans, what would “leaning in with our hearts,” mean? Could our 

hearts hold the truths of brutality and structural racism that have infiltrated 

every aspect of our lives?

Can our hearts honor that we have a collective debt to right?

Can we remember that our hearts sustain life?

With this third edition of Hearts Quarantined – Black Hearts Matter – I invite us 

on a soul journey, I ask ourselves to be both patient and steadfast in our quest. 

Time matters.

Use the few pages at the back of the booklet to explore your own thoughts and 

doodles for heart justice.

In Peace,

Ira

No one is born hating another person because of the color of 

his skin or his background, or his religion. People must learn 

to hate, and if they can learn to hate, they can be taught to 

love, for love comes more naturally to the human heart than 

its opposite.”

 Nelson Mandela

“



chained together

yanked apart

beaten

song, spirit, resolve

courage, faith

find resilience

not sitting in the back

sitting in, locking arms, marching

now … blue coats hang on the line

with white sheets

too many bystanders

too many walls without doors 

too many broken promises

 

stains that will not go away

 

we must all now 

get on our knees

and touch the pain



may our tent

withstand the winds 

and rains

may the tent remain

open in all directions

north-south-east-west

with sturdy guide posts

holding up it’s curtain

may all journeying souls

come and rest

and

may bread be

broken and divided

into many pieces



sometimes you can’t find 

words loud enough to scream

or

strong enough 

to stand up against hatred

or

to overcome tides of oppression

or

poetic enough to give

faith and hope 

or

soft and tender enough

to open hearts

sometimes you must cry first



it is not a time for silence

one can be blind and see

and

one can have sight and be blind

if you cannot speak 

you must reflect 

and then

take off your cloak of comfort 



take away my liberty

my pulse still beats

take away my dignity

my pulse still beats

take away my possibilities

my pulse still beats

take away my life

my pulse still beats



leonard said the cracks

are where the light comes in

i’ve noticed it’s the crevices

in stone where seeds take root

it’s the imperfections that

point to possibility

for our hearts to heal and

for us to find the courage 

to surrender to the humility 

of our own humanness



once upon a time …

they came from distant lands

traveled through storms and time

with a message of peace

we attacked them

and felt stronger and safer 

a child asked why …

a man answered … 

fear



what if we built a wall of hearts

so bright it breaks bigotry

a wall that has spaces where we can 

look through into each other’s eyes

a wall where we come to kneel

where our grief and anguish

become mortar

a place where we remember

that love exists 

a destination of hope



when a butterfly 

flaps its wings in Florida

it can bring rain to Ohio

what if every time 

we opened our hearts

a tiny bit of care

a little drop of hope

a single thought of love

took flight

could a revolution begin



the clouds came from 

the south in the night

quiet thunder like giant 

sighs from heaven

thousands upon thousands of

tiny hearts fell from the sky

are they hearts of 

traveling children

are we being asked to witness

to come out of our rooms and

to gather them in our arms



shoulder to shoulder

heart to heart

soul to soul

like ancient mountains

that rise out of the sea

that summit above the clouds

we stand



raise the flag from 

the top of every building

from every flag pole in a village square

let it say …

we are better than this



the child asked …

is it okay to be angry

yes, if deserved

is it okay to be sad

yes, if your heart aches

is it okay to scream

yes, if you are in pain

is it okay to march in the streets

yes, if it is just

what is not okay, the child asked …

the elder replied …

to see but not to bear witness

to hear but not to speak

to feel but not to acknowledge

to know but not to act



from one person’s suffering

comes a spark

from one spark 

comes a fire

from one saying no

comes a chorus

from one pair of feet marching

comes a thousand

from one hand reaching

comes a movement











For Joyce Johnson Shabazz

to embrace another’s fear

to embrace another’s anger

to embrace another’s pain

only with the courage 

of an open  heart

creates a magic

that cannot be explained

yet can pierce 

the thickest of shields



Please share your Justice Heart Doodles – send to irabaumgarten@gmail.com 

To see other books by Ira go to: www.anightonbuddysbench.com 
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